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BIRCHER MÜSLI - CHILLED OATMEAL  $7 

ROLLED OVER-NITE SOAKED OATS, YOGURT, MILK, GRATED 

APPLE, NUTS, RAISINS, DRIED CHERRIES AND APRICOTS (VT)

CHIA SEED PUDDING $5.50

CHIA SEEDS, OAT MILK, HONEY (VG)

FRENCH TOAST BAKE $10 

BUTTER CROASSANTS, ALMoND CROISSANTS, CINNAMON, 

CLOVE, cRANBERRY CREAM ANGLAISE, APPLES, PoMEGRANATE 

SEEDS, ToASTED ALMoNDS, MINT (VT)

DAILY PASTRY SELEcTIoN  PLEASE SEE OUR DISPLAY

MUSHRooM & ONIoN STRATA  $10

EGGS, SESAME SOUR DOUGH BREAD, CHEESE, SAVORY 

TOMATO JAM, MICRO-GREENS (VT)

CHIcKEN SALAD  $9.50

CHIcKEN, PEcANS, CELERY, RED oNIoNS, DRIED FRUIT

ToASTED HoUSE BREAD oN THE SIDE 

TWo EGGS IN A GLASS  $6

PoAcHED EGGS, SALT, PEPPER, HEERBS AND ToAST (VT)

SAUSAGE FRITTATA  $12

SPINAcH, JALAPENo, ToMATo, oNIoN,  BABY KALE SALAD, 

SWEET PoTATo PUREE

CEREAL

SWEET

SAVORY

SPECIALS

HOUSE YoGURT $7 

GREEK YOGURT, AGAVE NECTAR, GRANOLA, ASSORTED FRUITS (VT)

HOUSE YoGURT VEGAN OPTIoN $7

COCONUT YOGURT, AGAVE NECTAR, GRANOLA, ASSORTED 

FRUITS (VG)

BAKED CAKE WITH WHIPPED cREAM   $5.50

PLEASE ASK FOR OUR DAILY SPECIAL (VT)

AVAILABLE FRIDAY THRU SUNDAY:

PLEASE SEE oUR SPEcIALS oN THE cHALK BoARD

VT – VEGETARIAN

VG - VEGAN
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SIMPLE ESPRESSO CON PANNA Single-origin beans, roasted in-house. Extracted 
as espresso, served with whipped cream.

CUP OF COFFEE Single-origin 
beans, roasted in-house. 
Extracted as drip coffee.

MELITTA FILTER COFFEE 

Single-origin beans, roasted in-
house. Extracted in original china 
Melitta filters of various sizes.



MATCHA LEMONADE STRAWBERRY

Ceremonial grade matcha, strawberry, with a 
dash of lemon juice, iced.

AFFOGATO We enjoyed it in Palermo, Italy. A double espresso with a small spoon of house-made 
vanilla or chocolate ice cream. The special affogato comes with candied ginger, cocoa powder and con-
fectioner’s sugar.

ESPRESSO TONIC WITH BASIL
Iced.



MILKY OLONG tea. Served in a pot and with a sand glass timer, so that you can control the time the leaves stay 
in the pot.  Plase remove the leaves according to the timer and and pour your cup.



ECHT-coFFEE.coM
PLEASE ASK US SHOULD YOU HAVE CONCERNS: ITEMS MAY CONTAIN ALLERGENS. 
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MAY BE UNDERCOOKED AND COULD PRESENT A HEALTH ISSUE FOR THE 

VULNERABLE.VT - VEGETARIAN, VG- VEGAN

SPEcIAL LATTES WITH ESPRESSo 6oZ

SIMPLE-SYRUP LATTE $5.50

HoME MADE SIMPLE SYRUP, HoNEY DRIZZLE

ORANGE & GINGER LATTE $6

HoME MADE oRANGE & GINGER SYRUP

MocHA LATTE $6.50

WITH DoUBLE ESPRESSo, CHocoLATE MILK, AND HoME MADE cHocoLATE 

SYRUP ON ToP WHIPPED cREAM

DIRTY CHAI $6.50

CHAI TEA WITH SHoT oF ESPRESSo

HoT CHocoLATE  $5
WITH WHIPPED cREAM & cANDIED GINGER

SPEcIAL LATTES WITH TEA 6oZ

MANGo MATcHA TEA LATTE $6.50
MANGo-MATcHA TEA, HoUSE-MADE SIMPLE SYRUP, MILK

VANILLA MATcHA LATTE $6.50
CEREMoNIAL MATcHA TEA, HoUSE-MADE VANILLA SYRUP, MILK

HoNEY MATcHA LATTE $6.50

CEREMoNIAL-MATcHA TEA, HoUSE-MADE VANILLA SYRUP, MILK, HoNEY DRIZZLE

MILKY OoLoNG LATTE $6.50
OoLoNG TEA, HoUSE-MADE SIMPLE SYRUP, MILK, cARDAMoM SPRINKLE

PLEASE, SEE ALSo oUR ESPRESSo cocKTAILS AND oTHER 

NoN-ALcoHoLIc cocKTAILS, THREE PAGES UP
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WITH ESPRESSo

ESPRESSO & TONIC WITH BASIL, oN THE RocKS  $6

STRAWBERRY MATcHA LEMoNADE oN THE RocKS $7

WITHoUT ESPRESSo

AFTER-THE-ESPRESSo BITTER oN THE RocKS $8
HERBAL INFUSIoNS AND BITTERS IN MEXIcAN coKE oN THE RocKS
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APERITIV & DIGESTIV

NoN-ALcoHoLIc CocKTAILS

SPEcIAL OFFERS

ASK US FoR SPEcIALS oN THE RocKS $7

MINT LEAVES MUDDLED WITH RAW cANE SUGAR, GRAPEFRUIT, ESPRESSo, 
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SPECIAL ESPRESSO CON PANNA with whipped cream and candied 
ginger, cocoa powder and confectioners sugar.  Our coffee accompaniments 
are served on a tray, so that you can layer or stir as you like into your drink. 
We serve with filtered mineral water and small piece of chocolate.

TURKISH COFFEE  Our finely ground, house-roasted, African single-origin 
beans are brewed with 90 ml of 98°C Water. We stir once, wait, then stir down 
the grounds while serving.The sandglass timer tells you when 3 minutes have 
passed and the grounds have settled. Upon completion, pour the coffee into the 
glass, leaving the grounds in the copper kettle.  Its kind of a coffee ceremony, 
that's why we don´t it all at the counter. In Ethiopia, one would even do the 
grinding and roasting on the table. In Turkey, the coffee is served with lots of 
sugar. We offer sugar separately if you like it - so that you can decide how sweet 
you prefer this speciality. 
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SoDA 6oZ

SELTZER WITH A SHoT oF FRESHLY SQUEZED ORANGE                          $5.50

ITALIAN oRANGEADE WITH SPARKLING FILTERED MINERAL WATER

SELTZER WITH A SHoT oF APPLE JUIcE $4

FRESH JUIcE 6oZ

FRESHLY SQUEZED ORANGE JUIcE                                                 $5

BLooD ORANGE & TANGELo & NAVEL ORANGES
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CoLD DRINKSTABLE SERVIcE

$7
S GRANDFATHER oFFERED IN HIS PHARMAcY IN THE 1940

SoDA OFFERS

ASK US FoR SPEcIALS $7



Make sure the paste is all well in solution, as 

ECHT-coFFEE.coM

SERVED FoR TWo 5oZ SERVINGS IN A 10oZ PoT FoR 1 1/2  TEA cUPS:

MILKY o0LoNG TEA $6
MILKY OLoNG IS A BLAcK TEA  TAIWANESE SPEcIALITY, KNoWN FoR IT`S cREAMY AND BUTTERY TASTE. 

IT PRoVIDES A SWEET FLoWERY ScENT. THERE IS No MILK IN IT, THE LooK AND TASTE coMES FRoM 

FERMENTED GENTLY RoASTED AND RoLLED TEA LEAVES. 

BLAcK TEA $6
PLEASE ASK US FoR oUR MoNTHLY TEA oFFERINGS. 

HIBIScUS TEA (oRGANIc) $5

HERBAL TEA MADE AS AN INFUSIoN FRoM cRIMSoN oR DEEP MAGENTA- coLoRED cALYcES (SEPALS) 

oF THE RoSELLE FLoWER (HIBIScUS SABDARIFFA). IT HAS A TART ToUcH. IN EGYPT PEoPLE oFTEN 

USE SUGAR IN IT, cALLING IS KARcADEH. WE SERVE HoT WITH oPTIoNALLY SUGAR, oR WITH IcE So 

THAT YoU cAN ENJoY IT AS REFRESHMENT. 

APPLE, HIBIScUS & PEPPERMINT TEA $5

A VARIATIoN oF HIBIScUS FLoWERS WITH DRIED APPLE PIEcES

SPIcED cHAI TEA $5

WITH APPLE, GINGER, HIBIScUS, RoSEHIP, cINNAMoN, cARDAMoM, BL&WT PEPPER, CLoVE, NUTMEG.

PLEASE ASK US FoR oUR MoNTHLY CHAI  oFFERINGS.

SERVED IN A 6oZ cUP: 

MATcHA GREEN TEA "cEREMoNIAL GRADE" (oRGANIc, coNTAINS cAFEEINE) $6

"CEREMoNIAL GRADE" MATcHA IS MADE FRoM THE YoUNGEST TEA LEAVES WITH ALL THE STEMS AND 

VEINS REMoVED To oBTAIN A VERY SMooTH FLAVoUR AND TEXTURE

MATcHA MANGo GREEN TEA (oRGANIc, coNTAINS cAFEEINE) $6
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WINTER LATTE SPEcIALS

WITH REAL GRoUND NUTS AND WHOLE MILK, No ARTIFIcIAL TASTE.

YoU cAN FEEL THE cRUNcH FRoM THE GRoUND NUTS.  6o Z

BUTTER PEcAN LATTE $6.50

GRoUND PEcAN BUTTER, DoUBLE SHoT oF ESPRESSo, HoME MADE SIMPLE SYRUP, 

WITH A DASH oF cINAMoN AND A DRIZZLE oF MAPLE SYRUP

CARRoT CINNAMoN CAKE LATTE $6.50
CARRoT cAKE BUTTER WITH ALMONDS AND WALNUTS, CINNAMoN, SEA SALT, A DoUBLE 

SHoT oF ESPRESSo, AND HoME MADE oRANGE GINGER SIMPLE SYRUP

HAZELNUT MAPLE LATTE $6.50

GRoUND HAZELNUT BUTTER, DoUBLE SHoT oF ESPRESSo, HoME MADE 
SIMPLE SYRUP, WITH A DRIZZLE oF MAPLE SYRUP

TUMERIC GINGER CHAI LATTE $6.50
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MAY BE UNDERCOOKED AND COULD PRESENT A HEALTH ISSUE FOR THE 

VULNERABLE.
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CoFFEE 

DRIP CoFFEE, RoAST oF THE DAY (7OZ) $2

PoUR OVER CoFFEE (7oZ) (PLEASE ASK FoR A SHoT oF LocAL MILK oR cREAM)

MELITTA CERAMIc FoR oNE  $5,  MELITTA FoR TWo $8

CHEMEX FoR TWo $8

IcED DRIP CoFFEE (7OZ) 2.30

SPEcIALITY CoFFEE

HoME STYLE CoFFEE (7OZ) $3 WITH SWEET coNDENSED MILK 

TURKISH CoFFEE (4OZ) $6 (6OZ) $8 JoRG ENJoYED THIS TRADITIoNAL AFRIcAN-ARABIAN METHoD oF 

coFFEE PREPARATIoN IN THE HIGHLANDS BETWEEN YEMEN AND ETHIoPIA. FINELY GRoUND BEANS ARE BREWED IN A 

coPPER KETTLE (cALLED cEZVE IN TURKEY). AS REcoMMENDATIoN oF FRIENDS IN ISTANBUL, WE Do NoT BoIL IT UP AND 

USE THE WATER JUST BELoW THE BoILING PoINT. IT IS NoT FILTERED, WHIcH GIVES IT THE INTERESTING TEXTURE, THE 

GRINDS ARE STIRRED DoWN AND SETTLE. WE GIVE YoU A TIMER So THAT AFTER THREE MINUTES YoU cAN PoUR INTo YoUR 

cUP. SoME GRoUNDS WILL BE IN YoUR cUP. WHILE IN TURKEY oFTEN SERVED WITH A LoT oF SUGAR, WE MAKE IT "oRTA", 
oNLY A BIT – PLEASE ASK FoR MoRE SUGAR (TATLI) IF YoU LIKE. SoME TURKS LIKE To ADD cARDAMoM – WHIcH WE cAN 

SERVE UPoN REQUEST. 

ESPRESSo DoUBLE SHoT oF "EXcEPTIoNALLY" RATED HIGH-ALTITUDE, AFRIcAN 

SINGLE-ORIGIN BEANS, RoASTED FRESH IN-HoUSE. SERVED WITH A cooKIE oR A SMALL PIEcE oF 

cHocoLATE. WE USE THE oRIGINAL ITALIAN BEAN AMoUNT AND coFFEE-To-WATER-RATIo.

DoUBLE ESPRESSo $4

ESPRESSO & MILK (VT)

MAccHIATo 1/4oZ MILK FoAM $5

CoRTADo 2oZ oF STEAMED MILK $5

CAPPUccINo 4oZ STEAMED MILK & FoAM $5

oAT MILK SUBSTITUTIoN oR oTHER MILK ALTERNATIVES  $1

SPEcIALITY ESPRESSo

AMERIcANo ESPRESSo & HoT FILTERED MINERAL WATER 6oZ $4

SPEcIAL - ICED SHAKEN AMERIcANo 6oZ $5.50

GRATED CITRUS, ToPPED WITH oRANGE PEEL, OPTIoNALLY SWEETENED WITH SIMPLE SYRUP

ESPRESSo RoMANo ESPRESSo & EXPRESSED FRESH cITRUS PEEL $4

ESPRESSo CoN PANNA ESPRESSo & HoUSE-MADE WHIPPED cREAM $5

SPEcIAL CoN PANNA (3oZ) ESPRESSo & HoUSE MADE WHIPPED cREAM. 

SERVED W/ ARTISANAL cocoA PoWDER, coNFEcTIoNER’S SUGAR $6

MoLTEN CHocoLATE ESPRESSo coN PANNA (3o Z) $5

SERVED W/ A PIEcE oF cHocoLATE THAT MELTS IN THE HEAT, oPTIoNALLY RED PEPPER

ESPRESSo AFFoGATo ESPRESSo & SMALL SPooN  oF HoME MADE IcE CREAM $5

SPEcIAL AFFoGATo $6
SMALL SPooN oF HoME MADE IcE cREAM AND CANDIED GINGER, cocoA, coNFEcTIoNER’S SUGAR
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ECHT-COFFEE.COM

IN ADDITION TO TABLE SERVICE, WE OFFER ONLINE ORDERING AND 
PAYMENT (SEE CODE ON THE RIGHT) FOR REMOTE ORDERING AND 

PICK-UP IN-HOUSE. 

WE ALSO OFFER CURB-SIDE DELIVERY WITH ONLINE ORDERING OR 

PHONE ORDERING 412-576-4130

HOURS MON-SAT 8AM–4PM, SUN 10AM–4PM, TUE CLOSED     WWW.ECHT-COFFEE.COM 107 PENN AVE, 15210

ABoUT US

WE ARE BASED IN PITTSBURGH – MoUNT OLIVER. 

THE ECHT ASSocIATIoN oF cRAFTSMEN BUILD  AN ELEVATED YET UNDERSTATED 

SPAcE FoR YoU, To ENJoY oUR HoME-RoASTED SINGLE oRIGIN coFFEE, oUR TEA 

AND REFRESHMENTS, AND oUR IN-HoUSE MADE CULINARY SPEcIALITIES.

BoTH, oUR cULINARY oFFERINGS AND INTERIoR DESIGN BLEND THE TRADITIoNAL 

WITH THE MoDERN.

WE ARE INSPIRED BY THE EURoPEAN coFFEE HoUSES THAT oFFER TABLE SERVIcE 

AND BISTRo-STYLE FooD. 

OWNER JAMES AND cHEF TEVIN STRIVE To SERVE DISHES THAT cREATE DELIcIoUS, 

MEMoRABLE EXPERIENcES. OUR FooD IS INSPIRED BY oUR TRAVELS IN THE US, 

EURoPE, AFRIcA AND THE MIDDLE EAST. 

THE coFFEE SPEcIALITIES ARE oFFERED IN A LoUNGE WITH AN INTERIoR THAT WAS 

DESIGNED, AND EAcH ITEM BUILT, IN oUR oWN WoRKSHoPS - THAT YoU cAN VISIT 

NEXT DooR. ALL FURNITURE SHoWcASE WHAT oUR ECHT CoNTRAcTING SERVIcES 

cAN oFFER FoR YoU. 

WE HoPE THE DESIGN EMBoDIES A FEELING oF  WARMTH AND EFFoRTLESS STYLE 

THAT APPRoAcHES LIVING WITH A SENSE oF EASE.

SHoULD YoU LIKE oUR coNTRAcTING EXAMPLES AND BE INTERESTED IN YoUR oWN 

DESIGN & BUILD PRoJEcT – PLEASE LET US KNoW.

ECHT

THE GERMAN WoRD EcHT MEANS IN ENGLISH "GENUINE, AUTHENTIc, SUBSTANTIAL". 

DEScRIPTIoNS THAT WE BELIEVE ARE coNVEYED WITH THE RESULTS oF oUR 

cRAFTING, coFFEE MAKING AND FooD PREPARATIoN.

EXPERIENcE FRESHLY cRAFTED DISHES, BARISTA EXTRAcTED SINGLE-oRIGIN 

coFFEE FRoM IN-HoUSE RoASTED ETHIoPIAN BEANS, AND oUR HAND cRAFTED 

DESIGN CoLLEcTIoNS. 

ALL THIS IS MADE WITH A GENUINE APPRoAcH, AUTHENTIc METHoDS AND 

SUBSTANTIAL MATERIALS oR INGREDIENTS, LIKE WHAT THE WoRD ECHT SAYS.

ECHT.CoFFEE.coM

EcHT-DESIGN-SERVIcES.coM 

cERAMIc.EcHT-DESIGN-SERVIcES.coM

EcHT-PRoJEcT.coM

PHoToS: J. TYLER AND J. WILLIAMS
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AND oUR oWN RoASTING METHoDS
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CRAFTED 

BY THE 

RoASTER

IN THE 

EcHT 

CoFFEE 

LoUNGE

SMALL BATcHES

BRIEF SToRAGE TIMES

SLoW-RoASTING WITH HoT 

AIR FLUID BED METHoD:

• MAXMUM CoNVECTIoN-

PRocESS PRECISIoN 

• STRoNG ENERGY SUPPLY

• GooD HEAT DISTRIBUTIoN

•  No oVER-RoASTING

CoFFEE RoASTING

Our commitment to sourcing green beans, small-batch roasting and extracting 
coffee began with deciding for single-origin beans from Africa. The mountains of 
Ethiopia, where the coffee tree originally came from. Well Sourced. Well Roasted. That´s 
what makes our specialty coffee especially good. And we provide transparent Information 
on all aspects.

Our Coffee Bean In-House Roasting. We specialize in small-batch roasting, using a fluid-
bed hot air roaster instead of a fired-drum roaster. 
This table summarisises the quality of roasting we have established in our coffee 
house:

While drum roaster have to generate generate a rather high heat under the drum, with inner 
drum surface temperatures that are much higher than the desired roasting temparature, the 
hot air roaster base on the principle that the hot air at the desired temperature circulates 
around the beans, lifting the beans up into a "fluid bed" within the air flow. This principle 
ensures that at any point in the roaster the temperature is the same and at no point in the 
roasting vessel ever over the desired level. Such roaster allow for generating exactly the 
final roasting temperature desired. And the result is a better process control. Given 
electrical power supply contraints, this technology was developed for small-batch roasting. 
So we can provide our guests with beans for making the espresso or drip coffee, that were 
not waiting for to long. 

Our Current Coffee Offerings
To provide a highest quality and to ensure low storage times, we typically restrain ourselves 
to two single-origin beans - and then provide two roast qualities each, we believe are 
optimal for the beans, typically a medium to lighter and a medium to darker slightly darker 
roast. We do not offer the more acidic light roasted beans and also not the rather toasty 
dark roasts. We believe that offering a lighter and a darker quality that are more in the 
middle of the spectrum, tending to more blonde roasts, brings the best out of our beans. 
On the opposite side please see what we currently offer.



Ethiopian Beans and “Arabica“ Coffee Trees

The coffee arabica tree species is believed to be the first natural coffee plant to have 
been cultivated. They originate from the southwestern African highlands between 
Sudan and Ethiopia. As the arabica coffee tree needs high altitudes to grow, it is a 
plant that cannot easily be used for large scale farming.Which is the reason why later 
on the Robusta tree was developed.

Legend says that shepherds in the Ethiopian kingdom of Kaffa (Turkish: Kahva) 
observed in the 9th Century that goats stayed awake much longer after eating 
the “Kaffa” beans, which are actually berries. Abbyssinian monks then used the beans 
as a stimulant and began trading, including to the harbor city of Mocha in Yemen, just
across the red sea of Ethiopia on the Arabian Peninsula. But also the plants made it 
over the red sea. In the 12th century arabica trees were first farmed in the highlands 
of Yemen.

The first written record of coffee infused from roasted seeds (beans) comes from 
Arabian scholars in Yemen, who found it useful for prolonging their studying hours.
The Arabian word qahwa stands for a stimulating beverage. Today it is known that 
caffeine is a psychotropic component. Making a brew from roasted beans spread first 
among the Egyptians and Turks and later on found its way to Europe and around the 
world. 
Roasting, grinding and hot water extraction were established in the Arabian world 
around the 15th Century. Following this, trade to all over the Ottoman Empire began, 
often via the harbour of Mocha. Reports describe the early use in Constantinople 
(Istanbul) in 1475, Mecca in 1511, and Cairo in 1532. Venetian botanist and physician 
Prospero Alpini imported coffee into the Republic of Venice from Egypt in 1580. Soon 
after, coffee houses were established for social outings where intellectuals and 
pleasure enthusiasts gathered. Turkish ambassadors of the Ottoman Empire brought 
cafe to the German Harbour of Bremen in 1673 and to the court of France in 1696. 
Original German coffeehouses, known as Kaffeehaus, opened shortly after the 
Turkish introduction. Vienna established coffeehouses in 1685. The US Boston Tea 
Party movement propagated coffee drinking as patriotic, around 1773.

The “robusta” coffee tree was cultivated much later, to create plants that could grow at 
lower altitudes and are less cumbersome and labor intensive to farm. The trade-off is 
coffee beans with sacrificed taste and aroma, but which may be traded for a lower 
price. 
Arabica beans tend to have more layered and sophisticated taste profiles. While 
robusta beans yield a strong, bitter taste with grainy overtones, arabica beans –
depending on the roasting- express a smoother, sweeter flavor with notes of 
chocolate and sugar. The reason why Robusta is so often used is that cultivating 
delicate arabica beans is more labor intensive and costly which is why these are used 
for gourmet coffees, while robusta beans are utilized for less  expensive coffees.

19
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Talking About Tasting a Coffee
In this brochure we talk about sourcing of coffee beans, origin,history, 
sustainable ways of production – but it is not easy to talk about the taste. 
For coffee some people call it a flavour profile. 
Of course, this will be always subjective and according to personal 
preferences. Using keywords for some aspects may help:
- Sweetness, quality of sweetness (e.g. fruity sweetness)
- Acidity, quality of acidity (e.g. fruitful complex acidity)
- Body taste, e.g. smooth body
- Boldness / brightness, e.g. heavy body
- Flavor notes, e.g. black tea, citrus and fruit
- Complexicity of light roasts versus dark roasted bean notes
- Harsh notes, burned notes
- Mouthfeel, texture
- Aftertaste, e.g. a clean, floral aftertaste.

The cup Score
The cup score often depends on the scoring method used. The most 
widely accepted method is the Specialty Coffee of Association of America 
(SCAA) Q-Score. There are certified Q-Graders that grade a coffee out of 
10 points in a number of categories. The scores given are then calculated 
into a final score. Generally by this method, coffees that score from 81 -
83 points are commercial standard. 84-85 Points is excellent, 86-87 
Points is exceptional, 88+ is usually a "top lot" for auction.
Considering the price/ taste relation, we prefer the 86 Points category.

Grades considering the number of injured beans
For grades certain countries or regions have different terminology. 
Ethiopia has a grading system that goes from G1 to G9, G9 being beans 
that have a lot of defects.
This grading mostly has to do with the number of defects identified in a 
sample of 500g: 
G1 is 0 - 3 defective beans per 500g, G2 is 4 - 12 defects, G3 is 13 - 25 
defects, and so on, until G9.
There are several types of defect that can be identified in green coffee, 
but they fall into two categories overall. These are primary and secondary 
defects. Secondary defects are usually related to small deformations, 
size, or insect damage. Primary or more serious defects are considered 
less acceptable. Many of the coffees in the G1 - G4 category should 
contain mostly if not all secondary or minor type defects. This is often the 
required level of quality for specialty single origin coffees. Considering a 
price-quality relation, we consider G2 – G3 a good choice.      



ECHT Associate Craftsmen-Roaster Jacob Williams on Roasting

"After some light-medium research, I have concluded that coffee is imparted with 

the majority of its sweet and caramelized sugar qualities between the temperatures 
300*F and 340*F. 

That being said, it would make sense to me and those I have studied from to 
maximize the amount of time that coffee spends within this zone during the roasting 

process. Additionally, special attention must be taken to ensure that this process 
does not lengthen the entirety of the roast time as we will see a noticeable drop in 
flavor quality as time without increase in temperature while roasting also has an 

effect on development. 

What I believe, after my research, is ideal to very quickly get the roast up to ~300*F 
then prolong that temperature as best as one can for a time then to quickly finish 
the roast such that you achieve your desired temperature around the 21-minute 

mark.



Coffee Bean Harvest Times

The feshly harvested coffee beans cannot go directly to the roaster. The time from 
harvesting the beans  from tree to drinking the roasted coffe  is  time consuming. Coffee 
beans  require a natural rest period, processing times and logistics of transport.
After drying, the coffee bean must rest in its parchment, which is the husk of the beqan, 
preferably in controlled humidity. The future aroma and taste are ositively developped 
in this phase. This resting period may take up to eight weeks at origin. Batches of 
specialty coffee will be shipped once they  have reached an optimum  maturity, so that 
upon arrival in the consumer country  it will be ready for sampling, trial roasting and cup 
tasting. Bulk larger commercial roaster transfer I containers, but ingle origin beans for 
roasting in smaller batches are often transported in jute sacks of 50-60kg.
Africa – harvesting and arrivals (From Fair Mountain Coffee)
Ethiopia Harvesting of bean is  from October to April. New crop coffees can arrive from May to June in 
the US.
Kenya The main Kenyan harvest is from October to December, but it has a fly crop from June to 
August. New crop coffees are usually seen from February-March onwards.
Rwanda, Burundi Harvesting coffee cherries from April to September. Typically, arrival time in the US 
is either late December or into January.
Uganda, Tanzania Harvesting coffee cherries from September to January. You would expect to see 
new crop coffees arrive a month or so into the new year, subject to delays from the ports.

Far East 
India Harvesting from October to February, with arrivals sometime around April (especially if the coffee 
has been monsooned).
Indonesia Harvests are from June to December but this incorporates Robusta and Arabica production. 
In Sumatra, for instance, 
Arabica would be harvested later in the year September to December and Robusta earlier around 
June.
Papua New Guinea Harvesting from May to September.

Central America 
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama Harvesting coffee cherries 
from October through to March. Arrival in the US from around April (El Salvador, Nicaragua) through to 
summertime of July for fine Guatemala and Costa Rica. 
If they arrive much earlier than these times it either shows that the coffee was lower grown (ripening 
earlier) or had been shipped early (when the coffee still hasn’t rested properly).

Caribbean
Cuba, Dominican Republic  Harvesting coffee cherries from September through to March.
Jamaica  Harvesting coffee cherries from around February-March to June.
The highest grown Jamaican Blue Mountain is harvested a little later towards June, so the coffee 
arrives around August time.

South America 
Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Peru Harvesting coffee cherries from April to October. Fine Brazil estate 
coffee usually arrives in December or January, although with changing climatic conditions in the coffee 
growing regions, some are arriving later in the year. Peruvian coffee can be seen in the US as early as 
October and Bolivian coffee usually arrives by February.
Colombia Essentially grows coffee all year round depending upon regionality, but the main harvest is 
primarily from October to March, with a mitaca fly crop from April until June. For this reason, Colombia 
has 2 Cup of Excellence competitions to ensure fairness to the farmers in the differing regions. New 
season Colombian coffee from the main harvest arrives around February – March.
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About Roasting
Higher quality beans have components that can develop a beautiful taste when roasted well, but 
these taste elements -so called congener- will not develop when just being baked at a temperature 
to low, and will be destroyed again when roasting at temperatures to high. It is the crafting skills of the 
roaster that can fully develop these congeners.
Only during rasting, congeners occur as a result of chemical reactions, like the Mailard reactions, but 
these reactions require certain temperature level. The temperature range for these reactions is 
given in °C, degree Celsius, or °F, degree Fahrenheit. At around 415°F (212°C), a medium to light 
roast develops, and up to to 435°F (224°C), a medium to darker roast develops. Our roasts complete 
at that temperature, as we do not like the darker roasted beans. Further above in the temperature 
range, the beans char. Coffee beans taste like hay if not roasted high enough, only the roasting at 
mid-range temperatures develop the good taste. Roasting for longer times at low temperatures 
lead to baking them and then they taste like wood. Reaching the moderate temperature quickly is 
therefore critical. Keeping a moderate temperature for a while is important. But then going 
over this temperature is tricky.  
Important is is not only the temperature, it is also the time the beans have at certain 
temparatures, to develop their taste. For higher profits, industrial roasting is done in machines 
often faster than within five minutes. The result is a dark roast, also called "French Roast" or "Italian 
Roast", that makes cheaper beans still tasting like coffee – but at the expense of the good congeners 
that cannot develop. And of course, more pricey beans do develop more congener. So, quality 
roasting with good beans should take more time, e.g. 15 to 23 minutes. While the term is not 
established, some call it slow roasting.
Overheating happens easily as the heat energy supply of most machines, specially drum roaster, 
goes very quick up into dangerously hot ranges. So, the heat supply regulation on the device needs 
to be adjusted over time. And ideally with a roaster that allows a good heat distribution.
A Good taste after coffee roasting requires moderate amounts of the dark bean components that 
develop at the end of the higher temperature exposure. But not too much, as the beans will taste 
burned very quickly. That comes from the charred elements but also because all good tasting 
elements are just burned away. The taste also relates to various tasteful sugars first developing in the 
process and then charring quickly. So, if kept at mid-range temperature roasting for a while, good 
beans can develop a beautiful taste at a distinct natural sweetness, but once too dark roasted all the 
desirable taste congener from high value beans will disappear again, togetzer with the sugars. The 
art is, to heat up fast enough, but keep the heat supply during the phase the good taste develops 
steady, and then go a bit further with the temperature for the final roast - but not to much.
The only way to achieve this is a roasting with varying energy settings of a suitable roaster machine 
over time. And so is measuring the time and temperature precisely. Writing up time and temperature 
for process control and documentation is called creating a roast profile. Our goal is to achieve a roast 
profile with heating up fast, keeping at moderate temperature long enough, and going higher only at 
the end and not too much or for too long. At the end, drawing a chart of time and temperature in x and 
y axes, to visualize the roast profile, will show a quick rise of the resulting curve, a plateau and then a 
raise again to the maximum temperature.
Each bean type and the roasters own taste preferences may require different plateau times and 
temperatures, and different end temperatures. That is because each bean type has different taste 
components, that develop under different temperatures. 
The better a bean is, the more taste components can be developed, the congeners, but also the more 
complex the roasting may be controlled. This is the difference between industrial manufacturing and 
hand crafting, between quick results in industrial production and the art of roasting when taking 
enough time and efforts.
A good machine is required, allowing for such roasting management. And ideally a machine with fast 
but even and well controllable heat supply. Like a fluid air-bed convection roaster, that avoids using a 
drum. These typically require the roasting of lower bean amount per cycle – right what we want.
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Organically farmed beans is a term that is sometimes not related to proven quality. Supply 
chain issues create inconsistencies in the availability of organic or fair trade coffee beans. 
Oftentimes only large commercial farm operations can afford the process of organic certification. 
Many smaller, cooperative farms supply organic products yet simply cannot afford certification.

Our Ethiopian coffee beans are regionally sourced from several small, organic farms. Which 
cannot afford such certification expenses. The original beans would start to rot fast, as they 
contain the outer skin and tisue that is vulnerable to the envirinment, but does not contribute to 
the taste. The processing of such beans from Ethiopian small farmers is performed at regional 
cooperative milling facilities. Such facilities provide the beans in a way they can be transported 
and thus traded.

Washed vs. Natural Bean Process
Coffee beans are a fruit, a berry. Once the beans are harvested, they need to be processed: the 
outer skin and pulp need to be removed as otherwise the beans would get bad. 
The process used to remove the fruit from the seed, which is the coffee bean, is achieved by 
either a dry or wet process. 
The traditional drying and “grinding” away of these layer, the dry method of processing. Or, the 
more industrialized “washing” method, also called “wet hulling”, where the skin is removed 
with the help of fermenting. 

With dry preparation, the coffee fruits that contain around 50 to 60 % of water are layered in the 
open and exposed to the daily sun, while occasionally turned over until the water evaporates to 
around 12 %, over 3-5 weeks. Then the outer skin is peeled of mechanically, a kind of grinding, 
but the inner skin remains.
With wet preparation, within 12 – 24 hrs of harvest, the fruits are washed using water. A step 
where “bad” beans and particles can be removed by floating debris removal. The beans are 
fermented to remove the mucous pulp layer. A mechanical de-pulping device removes the outer 
skin, but the mucous layer and the parchment skin are retained for the process.  Drying is often 
in the sun, to around 12 % humidity.
Washing also can address lot -to -lot differences from the same farmer, as the method can be 
better standardized for optimal quality, and mistakes avoided.

Now, there is a difference in flavor that wet or dry processing can give to the coffee.
Dry processed coffees often have a heavier body and can be sweeter because of the extra 
sugars are not lost in the washing process, which some espresso drinker prefer. Others say that 
this can be addressed by using slight amounts of raw cane sugar in the cup. The trade off is a 
loss of complexity oft the taste. While wet processed coffees have their strength in keeping a 
complex taste with a more expressed complex taste profile, the dry processed beans have a 
more earthy taste that some people do not prefer.

From an ecological standpoint more water is used in the processing of washed coffee.
Washing coffee has become more popular since it more fully removes any excess fruit from the 
seed. Washed coffee tends to be more complex with more subtle flavors being apparent in the 
cup. This is why we often prefer the washed beans, but sometimes there are really great dry 
processed beans. 



Our Current Beans: Yirgachefe Versus Sidama

Ethiopian arabica beans are commonly known for their elegance, complexity and 
deliciousness. Different growing regions produce varieties of notably diverse and 
specialized flavours. The Rift Valley is home to many coffee farms in Ethiopia. Sidama 
and Yirgacheffe, grown in this region, serve our preferences for producing authentic 
coffees. Despite being in close proximity, they offer variations in characteristics and flavor 
profiles.

Many coffee farms in Ethiopia are located in the rift valley. We prefer Sidamo and 
Yirgacheffe that are are growing regions in this area. They are located close together, but 
have some differences in characteristics.

We currently offer two specially selected, single origin espresso beans. We love the 
Sidama for a vibrant, fruitful acidity and medium body. This cup expresses a complexity 
of flavors with notes of black tea, citrus and fruit with a clean, floral aftertaste.

The Yirgachefe holds a similar vibrant acidity with a smoother medium body. We 
appreciate this balanced cup with earthy tones alongside a touch of citrus and a fresh, 
fruity aftertaste.

For both beans, the Sidama and the Yirgacheffe, we always try to get each of them 
both, each processed with the dry and the wet methods, as the wet processing is still 
available, typically from smaller farm cooperatives that continue with the traditional dry 
processing. 

To end this summary of information, here some collection of information according to 
keywords: 

Sourcing of Coffee Beans

Regional/Single Origin beans are from many farms in a specific region of a country. 
Cooperative (Co-op) farms are established through regional collaboration. Many small 
farms cannot afford the costs of certification.

Single Farm/Estate beans are typically grown on a large single farm or commercial 
estate.

Micro-lot beans are grown on small farms or selected areas of larger ones. These are 
usually a curated variety grown with specialized conditions.

ECHT-coFFEE.coM

The Arabica plants were also 
imported to areas of similar 
altitude and today the best 
known arabica coffee beans 
in the world are Ethiopian 
Sidama, the Jamaican Blue 
Mountain, Columbian 
Supremo, Tarrazu in Costa 
Rica, and the Guatemalan 
Antiqua.
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About Our Coffee

We specialize in single-origin beans for our coffee. Beans grown on trees in the 
mountains of Ethiopia are our most beloved. Common Arabica beans originated 
and evolved from this region.
Next to some wild-type coffee trees, the two coffee tree species available are Arabica and 
Robusta trees. All coffee growing regions utilize Ethiopian trees and attempt to mimic 
their growing conditions. Even Robusta beans are derived from the Ethiopian Arabica 
lineage. Yet, Robusta trees were developed for cost effectiveness and higher bean yields 
compromizing on the expense of their flavor profile. 
The term single-origin refers to all beans of a lot that are coming from the same origin 
country / growing region. We solely source single-origin Ethiopian beans. This allows us 
to provide  authentically pure espresso roasts for our beverages that are reflective of 
regional growing conditions.

In the ECHT Coffee House, we source special beans from high altitude farms 
which support healthy and hearty trees that thrive under optimal growing 
conditions. We seek perfection in our roasting through patience and passion 
alongside investment in precision devices. We take time to refine our processes 
to allow our roasting profiles to yield the best out of a variety.


